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SzulcMike Seccarecci Mike Seccarecci
(born November 22, 1964) is a retired
American soccer player and coach.
Career Youth and college Seccarecci
attended the Arizona State University
from 1983 to 1987, where he played on
the men's soccer team in the Pac 10
Conference. He graduated from ASU in
1987 with a bachelor's degree in
Sociology. Professional In 1989,
Seccarecci turned professional with the
Arizona Cardinals of the Major Indoor
Soccer League. In 1991, he moved to the
Philadelphia Fury of MISL for the
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1991–1992 season. In March 1992, he
was selected in the sixth round (60th
overall) of the National Soccer League
draft by the Pittsburgh Riverhounds. In
July 1992, the Riverhounds traded
Seccarecci's rights to the Buffalo
Blizzard for the rights to Gary Shaw. In
the fall of 1993, the Blizzard sold
Seccarecci's contract to the Columbus
Eagles for what was to have been
$10,000. In 1994, Seccarecci finished
his playing career.
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Progress Progress is good. Progress is a
thing. Progress is a monster. Progress is
a building that we take for granted. It is
bright, bold, vulgar and it can punch you

in the face, but its also big, cold and
omnipresent. It's easy to dismiss progress

as a good thing, but if it weren't for
progress, the world would be a terribly

boring place. Progress is what has made
this country what it is today. The idea of
the type of society we live in today is a
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product of progress. After World War I
and II, the United States gained a sense

of purpose and the idea of progress. The
United States expanded rapidly and
gained a sense of value as a country

based on its ability to progress. But we
have neglected to think about progress.

And when we stop thinking about
progress, we stop thinking about how
important the United States is and the
type of society it is. We think about

progress as an idea that applies
3da54e8ca3
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